
SUMMER     FUN    RUNS:

 Every Tuesday and Thursday starting week 1 of June..June 2nd  :
1.  First week of June would have been state track week!!
2. 2nd week of June still under state distance guidelines and limitations.  

We find out June 12th how/if those will change.  We will make 
adjustments after that.  Because of that:
**First 2 weeks of June will be totally athlete/parent determined until 
we get further guidance from State/MSHSL….. “hopefully”

 Tuesday  and Thursday:  June 15th     8:00 p.m.  Coach P’s 

 Mondays: TEMPO  800’S KENNEDY TRACK 8:00 PM
Starting June 15  th     

COACH  POPP’S  HOUSE: 2400 15th St.  SW

Distances will be set determined on ability/experience and conditioning:
(Varsity/Rookies:  See note at bottom of this sheet)

Freeze Pops when you are done!

Great way to run with teammates and build summer miles.  Summer running 
is the key to success.  Whether you make it once or every night, we would like 
to see you there.  We will try to balance longer runs with some tempo 
runs/speed/other things.

Varsity/Experienced Runners: Warning ahead of time.  Don’t show 
up and try to get by with a 2 or 3 mile run….if you are coming, I expect Fun Runs 
to include your longer run of the week or the part of a double where you are trying 
to do speed or tempo or long.  Otherwise, you are not only setting a terrible 
example, but pretty much wasting time.  Same with who you will be running with.  
“Once in a while”, it is ok for you to run with someone not of your close ability but 
most of the time, when that happens, neither of you are improving the way you 
should.  Girls..you race 3 miles this fall; guys race 3 miles.  How does a 3 or 4 mile 
run help with that unless you are just starting out?  So, plan your meals/days 
accordingly.



Rookies/Injured: Different story.  We will run something you can handle.

THIS IS THE “KEY” TO ANY SUCCESS WE HAVE IN
2020..NEED YOU AND TEAMMATES TO BE THERE!!!

Obviously, 2020 is going to be a “UNIQUE” season or 
experience.  We will have to be adjusting as more and more 
things happen with Covid 19.  We have to hope that things 
are going to get under control and we can gradually return to
a “normal” situation..but we already know it is going to be a 
new normal.  

THE XC WEBSITE ALONG WITH EMAILS AND/OR CHAT 
GROUPS IS GOING TO BE KEY.  We will be trying to set up a 
group remind (Coach Rudie??) where we can get updates and
important announcements out.

Finally, a lot of people have asked about running camp.  
We do have the Y reserved  yet in Buffalo, Wy..that being 
said, unless we see some drastic changes/improvements I 
would be very reluctant to put our kids in any situation that 
might affect their safety and health.  Right now, I am not 
comfortable with putting 40+ people on a Coach bus for a 14 
hr trip…


